Aside Chairs

Upholstered Seat, Back & Outer Back

Price Category 1

Crossing
22 Colors
10-Day, 15 Colors

Gem
16 Colors
10-Day, 8 Colors

Tailored
13 Colors

Price Category 2

Crape
22 Colors
10-Day, 6 Colors

Fish Net
18 Colors

Medley
15 Colors

Moire
10 Colors
10-Day, 4 Colors

Rhythm
15 Colors
10-Day, 4 Colors

Twist
22 Colors
10-Day, 15 Colors

Price Category 3

Pins and Needles
2 Colors

Stitches
16 Colors
10-Day, 8 Colors

String Plaid
8 Colors

Price Category 4

Plateau
14 Colors
10-Day, 4 Colors

Quilty
13 Colors
10-Day, 5 Colors

Spools
13 Colors
10-Day, 3 Colors

Strata
14 Colors

Price Category 5

Hopsack
17 Colors

Price Category B

Medium
38 Colors
Maharam

Messenger
53 Colors
Maharam

Price Category D

Manner
27 Colors
Maharam
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Price Category E
- Focus
  - Colors: 11
  - Manufacturer: Maharam
- Metric
  - Colors: 28
  - Manufacturer: Maharam
- Oblique
  - Colors: 7
  - Manufacturer: Maharam
- Mode
  - Colors: 43
  - Manufacturer: Maharam
- Pick
  - Colors: 10
  - Manufacturer: Maharam
- Skein
  - Colors: 15
  - Manufacturer: Maharam
- Technic
  - Colors: 5
  - Manufacturer: Maharam

Price Category F
- Check
  - Colors: 8
  - Manufacturer: Maharam
- Coin
  - Colors: 7
  - Manufacturer: Maharam
- Coincide
  - Colors: 11
  - Manufacturer: Maharam
- Disc
  - Colors: 7
  - Manufacturer: Maharam
- Divide
  - Colors: 9
  - Manufacturer: Maharam
- Exchange
  - Colors: 9
  - Manufacturer: Maharam
- Seam
  - Colors: 10
  - Manufacturer: Maharam
- Sequence
  - Colors: 9
  - Manufacturer: Maharam

Price Category G
- Coincide High Performance
  - Colors: 6
  - Manufacturer: Maharam
- Divide Crypton
  - Colors: 9
  - Manufacturer: Maharam
- Divina
  - Colors: 56
  - Manufacturer: Maharam
- Divina Melange
  - Colors: 23
  - Manufacturer: Maharam
- Hero
  - Colors: 28
  - Manufacturer: Maharam
- Omen
  - Colors: 28
  - Manufacturer: Maharam
- Pick Crypton
  - Colors: 10
  - Manufacturer: Maharam
- Pocket
  - Colors: 7
  - Manufacturer: Maharam
- Sheen
  - Colors: 22
  - Manufacturer: Maharam
- Stride
  - Colors: 6
  - Manufacturer: Maharam
- Ticker
  - Colors: 13
  - Manufacturer: Maharam
- Vestige
  - Colors: 10
  - Manufacturer: Maharam

Price Category H
- Dot Pattern
  - Colors: 5
  - Manufacturer: Maharam
- Offset
  - Colors: 7
  - Manufacturer: Maharam
- Small Dot Pattern
  - Colors: 9
  - Manufacturer: Maharam

Price Category I
- Latch
  - Colors: 6
  - Manufacturer: Maharam
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**Upholstered Seat & Back with Non-Upholstered Outer Back**

- **Price Category 1**
  - ColorGuard
  - 27 Colors

- **Price Category 2**
  - Marvel
  - 16 Colors
  - Well Suited
  - 20 Colors

- **Price Category 3**
  - Bento
  - 9 Colors
  - 10-Day
  - 2 Colors

- **Price Category 4**
  - Bingo
  - 29 Colors

- **Price Category 5**
  - Noble
  - 17 Colors

- **Price Category 9**
  - Leather
  - 11 Colors

- **Price Category G**
  - Compound
  - 19 Colors
  - Maharam
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**Base & Frame Finish**
- Metallic Silver (MS)
- Medium Tone (MT)
- Black (BK)

**Outer Back Finish**
- Medium Tone (MT)
- Black (BK)